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ABC Technologies 

Forensic Science Division 

 

Dear Fibers Expert: 

 

Agents at Miami International Airport recently recognized Charles Gomez as he entered 

the United States on a flight from Peru.  Charles Gomez has been under suspicion of 

illegally trafficking endangered and threatened animal fur into our country for years, a 

serious violation of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Endangered Species Act – 

punishable with a $100,000 fine and up to a year imprisonment. 

 

Gomez was pulled aside and his bag was checked.  Agents found two bundles of yarn 

labeled “VIC” in his bag.  We believe this yarn may be pure Vicuna wool.  Vicuna hair (or 

wool) is used to produce the most expensive yarn in the world – one pound of Vicuna wool 

is worth as much as $4000.  Vicuna wool is highly regulated by the Peruvian Government 

and must always be accompanied by an official CITES export certificate to prove the wool 

was collected legally.  There was no such certificate found in Gomez’s bag. 

 

Before we can continue with our investigation into the illegal exporting of goods, we need 

your assistance.  We would like for you to observe the two yarn samples and supply us 

with detailed information about the kinds and abundance of fibers found in each sample.  

We have obtained the following information about Vicuna hair to help in its identification: 

 

 Hair Thickness – very thin, can be less than half the thickness of normal wool 

 Cuticle Scale Pattern – Imbricate, with the scales very short and compact 

 Medulla – Medulla is dark, Broken Medulla Pattern, Medullary Index = 0.5 

 

Our pending case against Charles Gomez is based entirely on your results and accuracy is 

of the utmost importance. 

 

We also have one more favor to ask of you.  We need for you to send us some basic 

information about Vicuna wool – such as:  where does it come from, why is it so expensive, 

etc..  This additional information will be useful in our case against Charles Gomez. 

 

Thank you for your help, 

 

 

 

Sean Jackson 

Director, Miami Unit -U.S. Customs 

 

United States Customs 
Miami, Florida 
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DEPARTMENT MEMO 
TO:  All Research Teams: 
 
I can’t imagine why Vicuna wool is so expensive!  Let me know what you find out. 
Make sure that you accurately answer these FOUR questions for Mr. Jackson to help in this possible 
crime of illegal animal activity: 
 
 1. What are the kinds of fibers found in each yarn sample? 
 2. Estimate the percentage of each fiber type that you find in each yarn sample. 
 3. Does either sample of yarn contain Vicuna wool? 
 4. What are some general facts about Vicuna wool – such as: where does it come from, and 
     why is it so expensive? 
 
To Estimate The Percentage Of Each Fiber Type Found In A Yarn Sample complete the following steps: 
 1. Identify the types of fibers present in a yarn sample. (for example:  Wool and Rayon Fibers) 
 2. Count and record the number of each type of fiber you see in one Medium Power Field of  
     View.  (example:  6 Wool and 2 Rayon Fibers) 
 3. Repeat Step 2 by counting and recording the fibers in two more areas on your slide. 
     (example:  count #2 = 4 Wool and 2 Rayon Fibers,  count #3 = 7 Wool and 1 Rayon Fiber) 
 4. Add together the Total Number of Each Fiber Type Counted.  (example:  17 total Wool Fibers  
     and 5 total Rayon Fibers) 
 5. Finally, calculate the Total Number of All Fibers Counted (example:  22 total Fibers). 
 6. Complete the following calculation for EACH fiber type you found in the yarn sample: 
 
 
 
 
 
You will need to complete the following items to mail back to Mr. Jackson: 

 A neat, professional letter that answers Mr. Jackson’s FOUR questions.  

 A neatly labeled, and titled Table that shows the Fiber Types found in each yarn sample along 
with all counting data collected and Estimated Percentage of Each Fiber Type Found In Each 
Yarn Sample. 

 Requested information about Vicuna and Vicuna wool (can be a separate page and does not 
have to be part of the letter). 

 
In addition to your normal salary, you will receive a payment whose amount will be determined by 
how pleased Mr. Jackson is with your work.  I will be sending the attached evaluation form to Mr. 
Jackson to fill out on your work. 

ABC Technologies, Inc. 

% of a Fiber Type 
Found in the Yarn 

Sample 
= 

Total Number of the Fiber Type Counted     

Total Number of ALL Fibers Counted 
X  100 
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     BUDGET SUMMARY - U.S. Customs and Vicuna

Estimated Budget To Spend = $235   Estimated Profit (30% of Budget) = $70   Client Is Charged = $305

Equipment Inventory Rate Number Used Total Cost
Facilities $200 / Total 1 $200
Compound Microscope $30 each / Day
Microscope Slides and Cover Slips $5 / Day

TOTAL =

Supply Inventory Rate Number Used Total Cost

TOTAL = $0

Estimated Budget To Spend = $235 teacher use only

Total You Spent = Fines/Fees Issued

Amount Over or Under Budget =

Your Group's Estimated Profit = $70

Amount Over Budget = minus

Amount Under Budget = plus

YOUR GROUP'S FINAL PROFIT =

Your Hourly Wages

Your Share Of The Profit Lab Hours Worked X 

Names Group's Final Profit      3 $15/hour

ABC TECHNOLOGIES
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ABC Technologies, Inc.

Evaluation Form

Names ______________________________________________________

Names ______________________________________________________

Names ______________________________________________________

LETTER YES NO

The letter is neat -5

The letter is properly constructed -                                                     

Introduction Paragraph / Body / Closing / Letterhead
-5 / -10

A conclusion about the identities of the fibers present in each yarn 

sample is present.
-5 / -10

A conclusion about the presence of Vicuna wool in each yarn sample is 

present.
-5 / -10

The conclusion about the identities of fibers present in each yarn 

sample (including Vicuna wool) is in agreement with tests later 

completed by the government.

-5 /-10/ 

-15 /-20

DATA TABLE YES NO

Table is neat, correctly labeled, and is easy to understand and follow. -5 / -10

All necessary fiber data is present for each yarn sample - fiber 

identification, fiber counts, and percent of each fiber present

-5 /-10/ 

-15 /-20

VICUNA INFORMATION YES NO

The Vicuna information was complete and very helpful
-5 /-10/ 

-15

The information we received did not meet our deadline and was late -50

TOTAL SCORE /100
COMMENTS


